Fill the blanks with appropriate conjuctions
46. Be just ______ fear not
A.and B.as C.yet D.when
47. I ran fast ______ I missed the train
A.and B.but C.yet D.when
48. He fled ______ he was afraid
A.and B.as C.yet D.for
49. ______ you try, you will not succeed
A.and B.unless C.until D.if
50. I am sure ______ he said so
A.and B.else C.yet D.that
Supply appropriate comparatives or superlatives to each of the following
51. Prevention is ______ cure
A.good B.better C.best D.the best
52. Akbar had a ______ region than Babar
A.hotter B.cooler C.coolest D.the best
53. The ______ buildings are found in America
A.good B.better C.bigger D.sharper
54. This pen is ______ the other
A.epaper B.epetter C.epiest D.epiest
55. He writes a ______ hand than his mother
A.good B.better C.best D.the best
56. ______ supply of cash
A.Ready B.cold C.much D.better
57. He always walks with a ______ step
A.ready B.firm C.first D.better
58. It is a ______ lie
A.deliberate B.bold C.open D.better
59. He was a ______ ambition
A.ready B.bold C.much D.great
60. He stands ______ his stockings
A.ready B.alot C.feet D.highest
Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions:
61. The ball is ______ the table
A.in B.at C.on D.under
62. I saw him ______ a distance.
A.from B.at C.for D.out
63. The girl standing ______ the two pillars.
A.among B.between C.beneath D.under
64. I got ______ the bus.
A.across B.between C.into D.among
65. John is sitting ______ Gopal and Khan.
A.between B.across C.among D.from
Select the correct "tag words/
66. I say ______.
A.do B.don’t C.did D.didn’t
67. Sheela runs fast ______.
A.very B.so C.very D.both